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Abstract
Background: The high anatomical complexity of maxillofacial defects caused by
tumor can pose a formidable challenge for clinicians when designing an appropriate
plan for surgical reconstruction. The intention of this work was to restore the complex
anatomy with maximum possible facial functionality and aesthetics of the patient.
Based on the medical images generated by Computed Tomography (CT) scan an
optimal therapeutic planning for complex maxillofacial reconstruction was designed.
Method: Firstly, the volumetric data sets were carefully evaluated and deeply
inspected for accurate diagnosis. Regarding 3D visualization of the CT scan images
3D virtual models for regions of interest were created using special software of 3D
Slicer. Using the resulting 3D virtual models a well-defined virtual surgical planning
was generated for multiple surgical procedures, including the osteotomies for bone
defects, harvesting autogenous bone graft and creating a customized implant.
Results: The relevant patient-specific anatomical models for real surgery were
translated into the 3D printed physical models, with which the surgeons can rehearse
the surgery before coming into the operating room. Precisely defined multiple
surgeries for complex maxillofacial reconstruction were proposed in this research
that could be transferred to the real-time surgery.
Conclusions: The proposed surgical approach will be beneficial both for the surgeons
and patient, including improvement in surgical precision and outcomes, reduction in
operating time, as well as understanding surgical procedures and decision making
etc. In addition, it is worth noting that such an appropriate methodology with free,
open source software is highly adaptable in medical education, especially for lowresource countries.
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Introduction
Extensive maxillofacial defects, which can be caused ether by secondary to
trauma, ablative tumor resection, and refractory infection or by congenital/
developmental deformities, lead to the abnormal contours of the face and functional
disorders [1,2]. The face is vital for human identity, and plays a crucial role in the
individual's social interaction. Thus, individuals with even minor facial deformities
are at risk for experiencing social and psychological stress and thus for affecting
their quality of life adversely [3,4].
Reconstruction of maxillofacial defects, especially the restoration of aesthetics
and function, is always a difficult task, because the bone lesions that lead to
deformities of the normal maxillofacial anatomy are complex in general [5,6].
There are several factors which are needed to be considered in the planning of
these reconstructions, including the anatomic diversity of the bone defects and the
complexity of the oral function based on mandibular movement, and normal facial
appearance. All these aspects are important for maintaining quality of life.
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The demand for performing accurate and low risk surgery,
which is still a great challenge for the surgeons at the present time,
has led to the discovery of computer-based surgical planning [7,8].
Nowadays computer-assisted surgery is becoming more and more
important in the field of oral and maxillofacial surgery, because
of the possibility of simulating almost every scenario imaginable
with a high accuracy [9]. Currently, the great challenges are not
only how best to 3D display the volumetric data sets generated by
CT and MRI scan, but also how accurate to represent those data
into the tangible, physical 3D objects [10]. 3D printing enables
the graspable 3D objects to be created from volumetric images
[11-13].
The purpose of this study was twofold. The first purpose was
to develop a Virtual Surgical Plan (VSP) as well as to design the
customized intraoperative surgical tools with greater accuracy.
That helps doctors in taking right decisions even before performing
the surgery. The second was to simulate the surgery assisted by
3D printed patient-specific anatomical models as templates
with customized implant and autogenous bone graft for training
residents as well as experienced surgeons prior to entering the
operating room, by which it will be produced more predictable
outcomes and reduced duration of surgery and surgical risks
significantly.
We transfer the accurate VSP with 3D virtual models and preoperative simulation with 3D physical models to the real-surgery
that will perfectualize an entire surgical plan for maxillofacial
reconstruction, which results in improved outcome meaningfully.

Methods
Patient
A 24 year-old-male presented with a gradually enlarging,
refractory swelling on the left side of his face, leading to obvious
facial asymmetry. The patient denied any pain or numbness 3
associated with this swelling on palpation. The teeth in the area
of interest were nonmobile, non-painful. The histopathological
analysis from incisional biopsy showed that this was a benign
bone lesion, suggesting the provisional diagnosis of an ossifying
fibroma, fibrous dyplasis and ameloblastoma. For accurate
diagnosis and proper treatment plan of the lesion the maxillofacial
computed tomography (CT) scan was performed to obtain
valuable information regarding the size and extent as well as the
localization of the pathological patient’s condition affected by
tumor.

Medical image processing for 3d modelling and 3d
printing
Patient underwent the preoperative maxillofacial and pelvis
Computed Tomography (CT) scans (GE Brightspeed Edge 8,
USA). For the exams, an image acquisition protocol was used
1 mm for increment between slices and 1 mm of thickness,
zero degrees of gantry inclination of the orientation. The CT
scan images of the maxillofacial region (257 images) and the
pelvis region (585 images) were stored in Digital Imaging and
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Communications in Medicine (DICOM) file format, which is the
international standard format for medical imaging.
To 3D visualize the CT imaging data as in DICOM file, the
images were imported into 3D Slicer (version 4.10.1) software,
which is a free, open-source software package for 3D visualization
of medical images and image analysis. This software provides
the advanced 3D visualization functionalities such as surface
rendering as well direct volume rendering. The uploaded images
were processed, edited and further segmented to perform the
accurate 3D visualization of patient’s anatomical particularities on
the basis of desired tissues and pathophysiology in the form of 3D
rendered virtual models through volume rendering in 3D Slicer
software.
In general, 3D virtual models generated in 3D Slicer software
are surface models that are building up out of triangle meshes. 3D
virtual models as saved in STL (STereoLithography or Standard
Triangulation Language) file format were further edited and
refined using Meshmixer® 3.5 version (Autodesk, Inc., USA)
to generate the error-free 3D printable meshes, to remove all
artifacts, and to minimize surface imperfections amendable to 3D
printing. Meshmixer is also an open-source software for working
with triangle meshes.
All the resulting 3D virtual models completed in Meshmixer
were saved once again in STL file format and loaded into the
Flashprint software (FlashForge Corporation, Zhejiang, China)
to set up parameters such as resolution, temperature, wall
thickness, support structure, etc. for 3D printing. At the final stage,
the resulting STL files were exported to a Dreamer NX 3D Printer
(FlashForge Corporation, China), Fused Deposition Modelling
(FDM) ultimately to fabricate patient-specific, highly accurate 3D
anatomical models as 3D physical models.
The materials used for 3D printing were Polylactic Acid
(PLA), and Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) filaments
from Material 4print, Germany or Polymaker, China. Printing
took 4 around 8 to 10 hours for a typical physical model, e.g.,
patient’s skull, however this was variable depending on the size of
the model required.

Results
3D Visualization of CT scan images and creation of
virtual 3D models
To 3D visualize the CT imaging data as in DICOM file,
the images were firstly imported into 3D Slicer Software. Once
uploaded, the images were processed, manipulated and edited
to perform the accurate 3D visualization of patient’s anatomical
particularities on the basis of desired tissues and pathophysiology
in the form of 3D virtual models through volume rendering [14].
By properly choosing the Hounsfield ranges, different types of
tissues were selected the face as soft tissue and the facial skeleton
as hard tissue, by which in turn 3D virtual models could be created
on the computer (Figure 1) [15,16]. As clearly seen Figure 1c,
the lesion presented irregular osseous defects, including a partial
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rupture of zygomatic arch and also extensive resorption of zygoma
and coronoid. In addition, an expansive mass of cortical plate on
the ramus region in the mandible was identified in this 3D virtual
model.
Based on the diagnosis with CT scan and histological analysis,
it was decided to undertake multiple surgical procedures, including
the management of damaged Zygomaticomaxillary Complex
(ZMC) and a segmental mandibulectomy, i.e. a unilateral partial
resection of mandible affected by tumor, and ultimately followed
by maxillofacial reconstruction.

Figure 1: Virtual 3D models: a) skin model taken from lower
Hounsfield unit, b) facial skeleton model taken from higher Hounsfield
unit, and c) close inspection of the tumor area.

VSP with virtual 3D models on the computer screen
Procedure 1: Repair planning for Zygomaticomaxillary
Complex (ZMC) defect
Among the multiple surgical procedures, at first we started
to manage the damages in ZMC. Dedicated 3D virtual model of
facial skeleton (Figure 1c) demonstrated that free-floating rest of
the damaged zygomatic arch was retained barely to the temporal
bone. After the careful evaluation of the residual maxillary bone,
a zygomatic implant was designed virtually to restore the facial
contour and to balance the zygomatic bone as cheekbone with
the rest of the face. At first it was defined the resection line for
osteotomy of bony defects on ZMC (Figure 2). The damaged
areas with sufficient margin in the ZMC were resected parallel to
the zygomatic arch, where eventually will be used the basement
for placing the implant (Figure 3).
The resulting zygomatic Implant functions just like a real bone,
which integrates with the structures of the face. As a consequence,
it provides the patient with an exceptional anatomical fit and
enhanced aesthetic results.

Figure 2: Preparation for osteotomy: a) defining the cutting line, b)
excision of Zygomaticomaxillary Complex (ZMC) and c) prepared
basement for placing the implant.

Figure 3: Creating a zygomatic implant: a) defining the cutting line
on the healthy side from symmetric Zygomaticomaxillary Complex
(ZMC) basement, b) mirroring an image on the defect side, c) creating
implant and d) placing the implant on the prepared basement with
three fixing holes.

Procedure 2: Repair planning for mandible
To remove the tumor-affected area with sufficient tumor-clear
margin where possible in the ramus completely [18], the precise
resection lines were acquired on the virtual 3D model (Figure 4a).
To assist surgeon to perform mandibulectomy easily,
conveniently and accurately, a cutting guide was designed with
the Boolean operations in the Meshmixer software, according to
the well-defined resection lines (Figure 4b). As a consequence,
the cutting guide exhibited the identical surface topology of the
mandible that is a prerequisite for accurate positioning the cutting
guide on the mandible.
In addition, the surface of the cutting guide was marked with
arrows, where the arrows on the upper surface indicate its exact
position on the ramus to be placed – between both sides of coronoid
process, whereas a double sided arrow indicates where the cutting
to be carried out in the surgery. Once the cutting guide was
adapted at an exact place onto the mandible and then secured with
2 cortical locking screws on the posterior border of the mandibular
ramus, the segmental mandibulectomy was performed using a
sagittal saw along the proximal and distal edges of the mandible
cutting guide. The resected part from the mandible will be used
as template for harvesting of graft segment from a donor site

Figure 4: a) Virtual 3D model as a defect resection template, exhibiting
the defined resection lines, b) mandibulectomy with cutting guide, c)
the resected mandible and d) virtual 3D model of the resected both
mandible and ZMC.

(Figure 4c). A careful evaluation on the 3D virtual models clearly
indicated that the condyle remained intact. In general, accurate
repositioning of the condylar head in the temporomandibular
fossa is difficult to maintain the maxillomandibular relationship,
because false condyle position and condylar disk displacement
often induce temporomandibular joint dysfunction associated
with malocclusion [19,20]. Therefore, it was decided that the
intact mandibular condyle should be preserved in its initial
position without further effort (Figure 4d).
Procedure 3: Preparation of autogenous bone graft
Bony reconstruction of the discontinuity in mandible can be
achieved by different types of autologous bone grafts [21,22]. To
decide which bone graft is best to restore bony continuity and
facial contour, the settings at the defect site are crucial, e.g., the
defect size, location, need for soft tissue and status of the blood
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vessels. In addition, the availability of donor sites, e.g., adequate
amount of bone volume, is also important [23]. Through the
evaluation to the size of resected bone, the defect size was
relatively large in dimension with 3 × 4 × 1 cm3 (height, length
and width respectively) but no additional tissue was needed.
Therefore, for achieving sufficient anatomical bulk being replaced
the continuity defect in mandible we decided to harvest the bone
graft from patient’s right-sided pelvis (Figure 5) [24].
To precisely define the area for harvesting the bone graft on
the ilium two surgical tools were patient-specifically designed
which were fitted uniquely at the planned position with certain
orientation (Figure 5a). The left one was an iliac crest cutting
guide to harvest the bone graft. Such cutting guide included
all necessary information, such as graft size, angulation, and
osteotomies, according to the virtual plan. The other in the right
side was a jig, which was used to assist the iliac crest cutting guide
for locating at the exact position. Ultimately, the iliac crest bone
graft was resected virtually as guided by the iliac crest resection
guide, and then harvested, as shown in Figure 5b.
Once the iliac crest bone graft was released, that should be
shaped precisely to match with the discontinuity (Figure 6). If
reassembled all the parts together in planed position with right
angulation, by which it was achieved excellent virtual mandible
symmetry as shown in Figure 7c.
According to the stress states on the mandible during
mastication the number, orientation and length of the osteosythesis
plates were determined: the one was at the area where the tensile
stress was dominated, on the other hand the other was at the
location where the compression was mostly subjected (Figure 7a)
[25,26]. For the best possible 3D adaptation of the osteosynthesis
plates throughout the rest of mandible stump, the bone graft and
the preserved condyle the osteosynthesis plates were pre-bent,
whose curvature and contour were adjusted preoperatively on the
virtual 3D mandible model and trimmed for a customized fit ready
for the real surgery (Figure 7b).

Figure 5: a) Iliac bone segmented from pelvis, a) Attaching the cutting
guide with jig together at the iliac bone and b) removing the jig to fix
the cutting guide only and harvesting bone for grafting.

Figure 6: a) Refining the mandible, b) the harvested bone graft and
c) adjusting the symmetric according to the right part of healthy side.

Figure 7: a) Stress states in the mandible and b) attaching the
osteosynthesis plates.

Thus, the patient-specifically pre-bent osteosythesis plates
exhibited an anatomical shape precisely fit to the maxillofacial
contour without further bending or adjustment at the time of
surgery, so that the surgical time will be reduced significantly.
Pre-surgical simulation with 3D printed physical models
Once VSP with 3D virtual models was accomplished, the
relevant anatomical models of the regions of interest being
involved in the real surgery were then printed out in 3D, under
the following aspects; firstly to complement and improve the VSP
in the feasibility aspect, secondly to simulate a real surgery in the
accuracy and effectively aspect, lastly to prepare the surgical tools
and implant in the technological aspect.
With the 3D printed physical models (Figure 8), on anywhere
without presenting the patient surgeons can simply and precisely
recognize the lesion affected by tumor in a 3D environment, and
also in any time use them to discuss within a surgical team. To
simulate for osteotomies both mandible and ZMC the 3D printed

Figure 8: 3D printed physical models: a) for patient’s head and b)
for skull.

anatomical models were used as surgical templates. Firstly, to
simulate the management of defects on ZMC we fabricated
the zygomatic implant by 3D printer (Figure 9a), hereby used
the STL file created in Figure 4c. The screw hole locations on
the zygomatic implant were used to position the implant at the
appropriate location exactly (Figure 9b). Fixation was performed
with three osteosynthesis screws through the existing holes on the
prepared ZMC.
As the next, to simulate mandibulectomy we produced
a cutting guide and fixed it temporarily to the lateral side of
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After adjusting and re-validating in a pre-surgical simulation
with 3D physical models by doing repetitive practice, the entire
surgical procedure will be perfectualized and fully understood
by surgical teams as a training platform in a non-threatening
environment before they practice on patients. Finally, the expected
surgical outcome was presented with a hand-on 3D printed model
(Figure 14), which can be shown to the patient for his decision
making to accept this kind of surgical procedure.

Discussion
Figure 9: a) 3D printed zygomatic implant with three fixation holes
and b) implant fixation on the osteotomized basement of ZMC.

Figure 10: Attachment of cutting guide for surgical simulation of
mandibulectomy.

Recent advances in computer graphics for medical imaging
make interactive volume visualization both in virtual and physical
modes possible. [27] Using a combination of 3D virtual modelling
and VSP it is possible [28]

Figure 11: Surgical simulation for harvesting bone graft from iliac
bone: a) virtual 3D model, b) real-sized 3D printed physical model for
exact positioning cutting guide on the iliac crest after removal of jig.

mandible using two osteosynthesis screws through the existing
holes, and then the defect area was resected using an oscillating
saw, along the both sides of cutting guide as marked with arrows,
as shown in Figure 10.
For harvesting the autogenous bone graft from iliac crest, the
iliac crest of the part pelvis was 3D printed in the real size as used
a simulation template (Figure 11). The cutting guide combined
with jig together was fixed onto the iliac crest and then removed
the jig by keeping the cutting guide position at the defined position
(Figure 11b), so that one can precisely resect the iliac crest to
harvest the bone graft with exact volume without having to wait
for the exact measurements.
The harvested bone graft was refined and reshaped in vitro
to adapt to the discontinuity in the mandible. The customized
osteosynthesis plates were primarily adjusted to the predefined
orientation using the contour line as designed in the virtual
planning, and then fixed with 9 titanium screws to bridge between
the residual mandible stump, iliac bone graft and condyle, for
achieving the best possible restoration of the patient’s appearance
and oral function (Figure 12).
Accurately 3D printed anatomical model of the resected
mandible and zygomatic bone were used as surgical templates
to precisely replace the maxillofacial bone defects both with iliac
crest bone graft and zygomatic implant by adapting the pre-bent
osteosynthesis plates with specific length of screws (Figure 13).

Figure 12: Surgical simulation of mandible reconstruction (red dots
are marked for screws).

Figure 13: Maxillofacial reconstruction; a) real-sized 3D printed
physical model of osteomized skull, b) 3D virtual model and c)
reconstructed 3D physical model.
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to manage almost every scenario that could arise during the
real-time surgical procedure as well as to design the customized
implant and intraoperative surgical tools with greater accuracy.
In addition to that, pre-operative simulation with 3D physical
models can lead to optimize the surgical intervention for complex
maxillofacial defects that has the potential to improve outcomes
in the shortest possible surgical times and the fewest number of
surgical procedures. When resources are limited, these methods
can be simulated with free and open source software, enhancing
educational opportunities and increasing confidence of the
operating teams.
Figure 14: 3D printed physical model for the expected outcome after
surgery.

-

to increase the accuracy of the surgical procedure significantly,

-

to decrease the necessity for intraoperative trial and error
drastically,

-

to design the customized implant and surgical tools precisely,

-

to improve the predictability of surgical outcomes effectively,
and

-

to reduce the overall duration of surgery efficiently.

Although the virtual 3D models can provide the surgeon
with interactive 3D view of the detailed anatomy, they are strictly
confined on the computer screen, so their effects on the preparation
of a successful surgical plan are strictly limited. Through in vitro
simulation with tactile 3D physical models, the surgeon can foresee
intra- operative complications in both anatomical and technical
aspects of the procedure, e.g., how to handle the patient’s anatomy
for accessing the tumor and performing the osteotomy, which
may result in improved intraoperative precision with the reduced
operating time. In addition, surgical simulations involving the
life-size 3D physical models allow any trainees, such as novices,
residents and medical students to learn the surgery with the basic
operative steps of specific procedures, enabling effective training
in a safe environment to significantly improve their knowledge
and skills [29-31].
Furthermore, in the complicated cases, where the patients
undergoing new, uncommon or complex multiple surgeries,
3D physical models are inevitable and beneficial with, by which
it increases surgeon’s self-confidence approaching difficult
anatomies competently with new medical devices, which
would be better accommodated the patient’s anatomy. To
achieve the best possible facial contour in terms of esthetics and
functional recovery, which are the ultimate goal of maxillofacial
reconstruction and thus considered as a measure of evaluation
for the clinical outcomes, the need for precise virtual surgical
planning and pre-surgical simulation with the life-size 3D printed
models cannot be over emphasized.

Conclusions
Virtual surgical planning with 3D virtual models can be used
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